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The Asian Financial C

makers, as it laid bare both 

apparent indifference to the

else the crisis produced—

ramifications in many cou

willingness of the guarant

stability.2  Some East Asian 

global financial system calle

Monetary Fund proposal an

around, cooperative efforts e

not formally existed befor

preeminently the Chiang M

Bond Fund (actually an init

Banks, which is composed

surveillance mechanism kno

East Asian financial regi

as such was meant to preve

��������������������������������������������������

* Prepared for presentation at th

Asia Institute’s Fellows Program

wishes to thank the East Asia In

Note: This paper is a draft and w

author.  All comments, question
1 Haggard 2000. 
2 Higgott 1998; Narine 2003; Ter
3 For details, see Grimes 2009, ch
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Tes

Crisis had a catalyzing effect on East Asian fina

the exposure of regional countries to global fina

ir plight on the part of the IMF and United States

—and it had enormous economic, political, 

untries1—it clearly raised concerns about the 

ors of global financial stability to care about 

policy makers decided early on that the new dyna

ed for a regional self-help system, as evidenced i

nd Japan’s New Miyazawa Initiative.  After som

eventually coalesced around the ASEAN+3—a gro

re 1997—in a set of cooperative endeavors th

Mai Initiative, the Asian Bond Markets Initiative

tiative of the Executives’ Meeting of the Asia-Pac

d mostly of ASEAN+3 central banks), and a r

own as Economic Policy Review and Dialogue.3 

ionalism developed in response to the lessons of th

ent such a crisis from recurring—or, if it did, to

������

he East Asia Institute and Keio University under the auspic

m on Peace, Governance, and Development in East Asia. 

nstitute for its support. 

will be revised.  Please do not quote or cite without permis

s, suggestions, and criticisms are welcome. 

rada 2003; Lee 2008. 
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spread and to rapidly conta

on its economic merits both

locking in the lessons of the

war,” the East Asian econo

political concerns as well, b

the establishment of effecti

viability of a set of arrangem

to provide public goods. 

Both advocates and cri

practical assumptions, but a

question:  When push com

With a new financial crisis o

attempt at least an initial ap

that, while financial regiona

has affected the ASEAN+3 

insulated these economies fr

financial architecture” must

efforts of ministries of finan

national authorities and glo

global institutions.  And ir

form of greater institutional

the functioning of the reg

regional financial architectu

 

 

 

The East Asian Region

�

The term “architecture”

cooperation.  One can easily

or environmental or secu

discussed with a sense of gre

sensible enough, but like ot

and political economy—fro

��������������������������������������������������
4 Eichengreen 2004; Goldstein an

in its worst effects.  Regional cooperation has fac

h from those who argued that it had not gone fa

e 1997 crisis and from those who felt that in “figh

mies were creating new global problems.4  There

both from advocates who fretted that politics was

ive regional institutions and from those who d

ments that depended ultimately on Sino-Japanese 

itics have built logical arguments based on theo

any honest evaluation has been left with the bas

mes to shove, what effects would financial region

of global dimensions, this would appear to be a g

praisal.  The thesis of this paper is a paradoxical o

alism per se has had little apparent impact on ho

economies, the regional financial architecture ha

rom the worst effects of the crisis.  The catch is th

t be understood as more than simply the official 

ce and central banks.  Rather, it also includes the r

obal actors to the political dynamics created by r

onically, it is far from obvious that “improveme

lization of regional financial cooperation will imp

gional initiatives themselves or the more broa

re. 

nal Financial Architecture 

” has become a trendy one in the study of regiona

y find discussions of regional and global economic 

urity architecture in academic and policy jour

eat gravity and even urgency. The emphasis on arc

ther ambiguously defined concepts in internation

om regimes to international organization (as 

������

nd Wong 2005; Grimes 2009, ch. 4. 

2 

ced criticism 

r enough in 

hting the last 

e have been 

s preventing 

doubted the 

cooperation 

oretical and 

sic lingering 

nalism have?  

good time to 

one.  I argue 

ow the crisis 

as effectively 

hat “regional 

cooperative 

responses of 

regional and 

ents” in the 

prove either 

adly defined 

al and global 

or financial 

rnals, often 

chitecture is 

nal relations 

opposed to 
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international organizations)

the empirical reality it attem

I will not attempt to pa

be construed; instead, I will 

in this paper.  Regional arch

is the overall structure of ru

given issue-area.  Analytica

structure, customary behav

organizations.  But this is a 

if we do not think of it as a s

a means of misleading ourse

The concept is clearer if

down by component.  I beg

and subnational sets of rule

which rules constitute th

uncomfortable one:  all of th

banks, it is clear that som

Accounting Standards Board

bank’s home government (o

governmental regulations a

laws of other states in which

promulgated by the Europ

depends on the ability of ba

race to the bottom), the at

evidenced by the attention fi

the production of global be

agendas on global councils o

In addition to rules an

insurance companies, hedg

agencies) and tradable inst

architecture at each level.  I

have proven “too big to fail”

��������������������������������������������������
5 Regarding financial market cen

2009.  Regarding the ability of po

2007; an excellent example was t

 

) to institutions—it may obscure more than it re

mpts to summarize. 

arse the various ways in which “architecture” has 

simply try to clarify here the way in which I use 

itecture is not just about formal rules or institution

ules, actors, interests, and incentives that govern b

ally, this may appear to be an uneasy muddle of 

vior and legal framework, incentive structures 

complex issue-area with a variety of actors and in

system (even an ecosystem), our simplifying strateg

elves. 

f we use it analytically rather than abstractly and if

gin with the global level.  There are global, region

es that affect internationally active financial insti

e basis of the global architecture?  My an

hem.  Looking just at the rules that affect internatio

me global ones (e.g., the Basel standards or In

d rules) are of great consequence, but then so are t

or, in the case of the United States, with its multipl

and regulatory bodies, its choice of home govern

h it operates, and sometimes regional standards su

pean Union.  Which ones matter most at any 

anks to “venue shop” (leading to accusations of a

ttractiveness of specific market centers at a giv

irst to New York and then to London as the de fact

est practices), and the ability of powerful states to

of regulators.5 

nd regulators, financial institutions (banks, secu

ge funds, private equity, exchanges, clearingho

truments themselves comprise a significant por

ssues include scale (as demonstrated by the many

” in the current crisis), the types of business in whi

������

nter competition, see Committee on Capital Markets Regu

owerful states to direct global regulatory bodies in general

he original Basel Agreement—Kapstein 1991. 

3 

eveals about 

been or can 

the concept 

ns; rather, it 

ehavior in a 

agency and 

and formal 

nterests, and 

gies become 

f we break it 

nal, national, 

itutions.  So 

swer is an 

onally active 

nternational 

the laws of a 

icity of state 

nment), the 

uch as those 

given time 

a regulatory 

ven time (as 

to center for 

o push their 

urities firms, 

uses, rating 

rtion of the 

y banks that 

ich financial 

ulation 2006, 

l, see Singer 
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institutions are engaged, an

multinational financial cong

were in a position to direct

their activities among func

boundaries.  Moreover, the v

across exchanges, clearing

complicated price discovery

liquidity at the worst possibl

Finally, the financial a

incentives for investors, len

example, the dangerous ove

global financial crisis resu

expediencies:  Ratings were

demand that their usefuln

sophisticated; their sophisti

attractive third-party arbiter

implemented Basel-2, as w

repackaged ever more deriv

derivative securities and th

incentives to create models 

did not exist; etc. 

 

 

Overview of the East Asi

 

While I have defined fin

roles of official actors in des

purposes of analytical tractab

regional cooperative efforts

help.”  In each dimension, E

architecture and agents for c

The governments of Eas

2000—in the creation of a 

ASEAN+3 and specifically e

��������������������������������������������������
6 Lee 2006, 2008; Grimes 2006, 2

nd the ways in which they are interconnected.  F

glomerates in the hyper-globalized markets of the

tly affect specific markets (and regulators) and t

ctionally equivalent investment vehicles and acro

various trading options even for identical securiti

ghouses, “dark pools” of liquidity, and OTC

y, increased uncertainty about counterparty risk, a

le time. 

architecture endogenously creates an ever-evol

nders, borrowers, and trading platforms of all 

erreliance on rating agencies witnessed in the ru

ulted from a complex set of capabilities, in

e a useful decision tool for highly-diversified in

ness engendered allowed them to grow larger

ication and authoritative effects on markets ma

r of risk to regulators as those regulators develope

well as to financial institutions as they secu

vative products; the profits to be made by both

he credit rating agencies themselves contributed 

for innovative products for which adequate cred

ian Regional Financial Architecture 

nancial architecture very broadly, I focus in this p

scribing the East Asian regional financial architec

bility.  These roles can be categorized along three d

s, relationship to the global architecture, and “n

East Asian governments are both components of 

change. 

st Asia have been engaged since 1997—and partic

series of regional cooperative efforts, mostly situ

excluding U.S. participation.6  These include the 

������

009; Dent 2008. 

4 

or example, 

e last decade 

to substitute 

oss national 

es—ranging 

C trading—

and reduced 

lving set of 

kinds.  For 

un-up to the 

nterests and 

nvestors; the 

and more 

de them an 

ed and then 

uritized and 

h issuers of 

to perverse 

dit-risk data 

paper on the 

cture for the 

dimensions: 

ational self-

the regional 

cularly since 

uated in the 

Chiang Mai 
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Initiative (CMI), the Asian B

Economic Policy Review and

annual ASEAN+3 Research

regional efforts such as c

characteristics of these eff

obligations for participants t

ABMI, in contrast, is based o

It operates in the context of 

the absence of substantive 

provision by leading membe

recognition of mutual intere

promoting cooperation exc

discussions on currency and

notion of goals or timetable.

Nonetheless, we can see

potentially consequential set

is particularly true of CMI, 

they will receive rapid and 

the event of a currency cris

currency crises (by assurin

manage their foreign-curre

unavoidable) and provide a 

I have argued elsewhere, it a

such as the United States no

that does become necessary

(limited) practical support fo

for promoting transnational

The next dimension to

architectures.  Strikingly, re

within global structures of 

��������������������������������������������������
7 For the most detailed descriptio
8 Grimes 2009, pp. 97-99; see also
9 “ASEAN+3 New ABMI Roadm

http://asianbondsonline.adb.org/

.pdf. 
10 Grimes 2006.�

Bond Markets Initiative (ABMI) and Asian Bond F

d Dialogue (EPRD), and a set of arrangements (in

h Projects) for discussing further development

currency and macroeconomic policy coordina

forts vary considerably.  CMI is contractual, 

to contribute to the collective good under specific

on the principle of self-paced autonomous regulat

f regional consensus on long-term goals and stand

collective action by participants or substantial p

ers.  EPRD constitutes a structured process of dis

ests, but provides no clear guidelines for behavior 

cept through moral suasion and peer pressur

d macroeconomic coordination lack even a gene
7 

e at least in CMI, ABMI, and ABF (and arguably 

t of components of an East Asian financial archite

which provides assurances to participating govern

substantial (if not necessarily sufficient) liquidity

sis.  In principle, CMI should both reduce the li

g investors that macroeconomic authorities will

ncy debts in the short-term even if an IMF pla

means of more effectively managing crises that d

also creates political pressure on the IMF and outs

ot to impose onerous performance conditions to 

y.8  Meanwhile, the ABMI and ABF provide gui

for developing national financial regulation, as wel

l local-currency markets.9 

o note is the relationship between the global a

egional cooperative efforts have been almost ent

f cooperation.10  The ABMI and ABF have oper

������

on in English, see Grimes 2009. 

o Katada 2002, 2004. 

map,” 2008, 

/features/abmi_roadmap/080731_ABMI_Roadmap_Publ

5 

Fund (ABF), 

ncluding the 

t of formal 

ation.  The 

with clear 

c conditions.  

tory change.  

dards, but in 

public good 

cussion and 

or means of 

re.  Finally, 

rally-agreed 

in EPRD) a 

ecture.  This 

nments that 

y support in 

ikelihood of 

l be able to 

an becomes 

o occur.  As 

sider donors 

any bailout 

idelines and 

ll as a venue 

nd regional 

tirely nested 

rated off of 

lication_Final
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assumptions that global sta

which to structure financial 

international accounting sta

institutions, have sought to 

that utilize methodologies li

moves toward capital libera

securities markets through 

that meet global standards 

participants have developed

they have employed market

on the IMF as a sort of gat

beyond standard IMF not

regulation.11 

Regional and global elem

third dimension of the reg

regional cooperation has thu

globalization has imposed 

market initiatives, in seeking

promoted openness, transp

actually reduce the control o

financial markets and actors

the IMF (at least for the mo

upshot is that national autho

as their primary insurance a

decisions.  First, macroecon

reserves, despite the promis

Fund Facility) to provide la

abandoned (or at least signi

these sets of efforts predate 

or global guidance to the con

 

 

��������������������������������������������������
11 See Grimes 2009, ch. 3 for CM
12 Walter 2008.�

andards and best practices are the most appropr

markets.  For example, they have championed ac

andards and the Basel-2 criteria even for domest

nurture the development of domestic credit rati

ike those of the global credit rating agencies, hav

alization, and have promoted the development of 

the enactment of regulations and creation of in

of transparency and openness to innovation.  

d initiatives such as regional credit guarantee m

-based logic in their design efforts.  Similarly, CM

tekeeper for access to funds, while EPRD has not

tions of responsible macroeconomic policy an

ments combine to create a set of incentives for ac

gional architecture, that of national policies.12  

us far done little to change the basic set of forces th

upon national financial systems around the wo

g to increase local-currency markets’ depth and liq

parency, and “light-touch” regulatory systems, a

of the local authorities and increase the potential ro

s.  The Chiang Mai Initiative both maintains a cen

oment) and remains open to challenges to its cred

orities appear to have decided by and large to rely 

against currency crises.  This can be seen in two ge

nomic authorities have accumulated massive foreig

se of both CMI and the IMF (in the form of th

arge-scale support as needed.  Second, the auth

ificantly modified) pegged nominal exchange rat

the current crisis, and both were carried out desp

ntrary. 

 

������

MI and ch. 5 for ABMI and ABF. 
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riate way in 

cceptance of 

tic financial 

ing agencies 

ve supported 

f asset-based 

nfrastructure 

Even when 

mechanisms, 

MI has relied 

t yet moved 

nd financial 

ction in our 

Essentially, 

hat financial 

orld.  Bond 

quidity, have 

all of which 

ole of global 

ntral role for 

dibility.  The 
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Financial Regionalism as

�

Before turning to an app

it is important first to discu

have labeled “financial regio

market-oriented strategy of 

money, and the effects of U.

of the Chiang Mai Initiative

in the value of their currenc

and in discussion of curren

has been to reduce the prob

short terms in order to fin

currency), which had contri

based alternative investm

policymakers hoped to red

and thus their vulnerabilit

Currency coordination as w

reality in the short-term) see

proposals currently in play a

the region;15 the net effect o

role of the dollar—and pos

trade and finance, and thu

therefore, financial region

governments to reduce vuln

through partial decoupling. 

While the desire to 

macroeconomic shifts is und

the actual effects of financia

mismatch measures look mu

local firms in the emerging

importantly—governments 

intermediation by accumula

��������������������������������������������������
13 Grimes 1999, 2002, 2003, 2006
14 Ito and Park 2004; Asian Deve
15 Ito 2007; Grimes 2009, pp. 142
16 See Asian Bonds Online for da

s Insulation and the Limits of a Decoupling

praisal of the regional architecture in light of the c

uss the underlying logic of the set of cooperative e

onalism.” Financial regionalism can best be unde

insulating East Asian economies from currency vo

.S. macroeconomic policy.13  This is most apparen

, whose purpose is to insure economies against su

cies, but can also be seen in bond market developm

ncy cooperation.  The purpose of the bond marke

blem of “double mismatch” (borrowing, on net, in

nance long-term projects that would pay back 

ibuted to the 1997 crisis.14  By developing attracti

ment and borrowing opportunities in local 

duce their exposure to dollar-based financial inte

ty to fluctuations in the dollar value of their 

well (although just a conversation at this point, and

eks to insulate regional economies from the dollar

are based on currency baskets, whether internal or

of any sort of currency coordination would be to

ssibly dollar-denominated reserves—in the denom

us in the management of East Asian currencie

alism can best be understood as an effort b

nerability to shifts in the U.S. dollar or U.S. econom

insulate regional economies from the influen

derstandable and the policies make sense on their

al decoupling efforts have been limited.  Certain

uch better than they did in 1997,16 as short-term bo

g markets has been more restrained and—perh

have chosen to effectively socialize the risks of d

ating their own dollar-based investments.  But the 

������

6, 2009. 

elopment Bank 2004. 

2-145. 

ata, http://asianbondsonline.adb.org.�
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urrent crisis, 

efforts that I 

erstood as a 

olatility, hot 

nt in the case 

udden drops 

ment efforts 

et initiatives 

n dollars for 

in the local 

ive, market-

currencies, 

ermediation 

currencies.  

d not a likely 

r.  All of the 

r external to 

o reduce the 
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es.  Overall, 

by regional 

mic fortunes 
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r own terms, 

ly, currency 

orrowing by 
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dollar-based 

mechanism 
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for this transformation has n

that financial regionalism ha

Meanwhile, macroecon

economies remains virtually

communication and informa

coordinating policy.  This is

for disciplining irresponsib

behavior, which would esse

benefits.  Neither Japan nor

because the two are simulta

trust of other ASEAN+3 gov

The most practical way 

not necessarily through a leg

the European Exchange Ra

least by having common exp

to a regional or extra-region

even discussions of principl

sensitive for officials.  Indeed

coordination that East Asian

been what McKinnon memo

of creating an attractive a

management is overwhelm

developmentalist economie

lack of meaningful sanctions

In the end, the essentia

decoupling strategy as envi

including providing local-

market-friendly financial r

punishing defection (e.g., 

Neither China nor Japan is

needed to promote a region

cooperatively—indeed, they

other ASEAN+3 partners.  

��������������������������������������������������
17 Rhee 2004; Kawai 2005; Kawai
18 McKinnon 2005.  The East Asi

replace it.�

not primarily been development of the local-curren

as sought to promote. 

omic and currency policy coordination among the

y non-existent.  ERPD, while useful as a means 

ation exchange, has not developed at all as a mean

s not surprising, given that there is no clear mecha

ble macroeconomic behavior or for rewarding 

entially require the leading economies to offer o

r China has shown the stomach for such a role, 

aneously vying with each other to court the coop

vernments.   

to carry out coordination would be through excha

galistic and clearly articulated set of obligations a

ate Mechanism and Growth and Stability obligat

pectations of how to manage exchange rates (perh

nal basket).17  This is signally not the case in East 

les of exchange rate management have been con

d, the only effective macroeconomic and exchange

n economies have experienced in the post-colonia

orably called “the East Asian dollar standard.”18  T

alternative to a heavy dollar weighting in exc

ming, especially since the individual incenti

s for maintaining slightly undervalued currenci

s for currency manipulation) have been so strong. 

al problem is a political one.  In order to pursu

isaged by the ASEAN+3, certain public goods 

-currency liquidity, rewarding cooperative beh

regulation and responsible macroeconomic po

competitive devaluation, favoritism in financia

s individually capable or willing to provide the p

nal decoupling strategy, nor have they been willi

y are each actively competing with each other and

The result has been self-paced voluntary action 

������

i and Takagi 2005; Kuroda 2005, ch. 4. 

ian dollar standard may well be breaking down now, with 
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ncy markets 

e East Asian 

of ongoing 

ns of actually 

anism either 

responsible 

or withhold 

presumably 

peration and 

ange rates—

analogous to 

tions, but at 

haps relative 

Asia, where 

nsidered too 

e rate policy 

al period has 

he difficulty 

change rate 

ives among 

ies (and the 

e a regional 

are needed, 

havior (e.g., 

olicies), and 

al markets).  

public goods 

ing to do so 

d with their 

in the bond 

nothing to 
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initiatives and a continued m

considerable (and well-foun

Looked at this way, the sea

political cooperation by Jap

political economies away fro

to act as market for reg

leadership.19  (Obviously, co

despite continuing defects o

condition holding into the m

 

 

 

The Challenge of the G

�

The global financial cris

the regional financial archit

can transform parts of the 

transformation, although thi

 

 

Effects of the Crisis in Ea

�

The global crisis has h

striking that no economy in 

capital flight that were so dev

Unlike in 1997, the cu

economy, as slowdowns in 

Asian exports.  The toll has b

IT hardware, and automobil

regional production networ

exports and manufacturing 

(In Malaysia and Indonesia,

the problems of the real econ

��������������������������������������������������
19 Kindleberger 1981, 1986. 
20 See, e.g., “Malaysia’s April Exp

major role of the dollar in exchange rate managem

ded) unease about the effects of U.S. macroeconom

arch for institutional solutions is inevitably misg

an and China, coupled with a fundamental shift 

om developmentalism and toward openness and a

gional distressed goods could create effective

ncerns about financial openness are not as relevan

of the financial system.)  There seems little likeliho

medium term. 

Global Crisis 

sis creates both an opportunity to evaluate the perf

tecture and a potential critical juncture at which 

structure.  In principle, the reevaluation should

is is by no means assured. 

ast Asia 

had adverse effects throughout East Asia.  Nonet

the region has yet experienced the kind of currenc

vastating in 1997-98.  

urrent crisis has affected East Asia mostly throu

developed country markets have reduced dema

been particularly bad in sectors such as consumer

les, where export production has been dominated 

rks.20  Since these are the very sectors that have 

growth, the effects on domestic economies have b

, the crash in global commodity prices has further

nomy.) 

������

ports Slump, Below Forecast,” The Malaysian Insider, June

9 

ment, despite 

mic policies.  

guided; only 

within both 

a willingness 

e economic 

nt for Japan, 

ood of either 

formance of 

participants 

inform the 

theless, it is 

cy crisis and 

ugh the real 

and for East 

r electronics, 

by complex 

led regional 

been severe.  

r aggravated 

e 4, 2009.�
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In such a severe econo

The main explanation for th

elements of the regional ar

governments’ own self-help 

created by regional and gl

flexibility of exchange rates,

economic circumstances.  S

of Indonesia, Japan, the P

substantial shifts both up a

explicit or implicit governm

there has been little incentiv

reserves has also reduced fea

a substantial cushion that h

market economies such as M

Additionally, domestic 

improved markedly since th

Thailand, Indonesia, and So

behavior by domestic financ

financial architecture.  Fir

willingness to insulate econ

problems has heightened sen

it has not led to perfect conf
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he 1997 crisis, at least partly due to IMF-impos

outh Korea.21  But the political will to restrain ir
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rst, officials’ lack of confidence in the IMF’s 

nomies from the international effects of domest

nsitivity to likely triggers for international attack, e

formity with global standards of regulation and su
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fair, rule-bound financial intermediation.  Third
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worked to the benefit of t

foreign exchange reserves d
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returning to an East Asia

Initiative.24 

The Chiang Mai Initiat

Fund in new clothes.  It is d

(albeit on a coordinated bas

States are not obligated to re

“IMF link”) unless the IM

negotiations for a stand-by a

order to provide bridge fin

arrangements are clearly ne

by the IMF.   

The decision to release

automatic as often believed

non-linked funds.  And eve

actual release is still conting

some cases may themselves b

Strangely enough, there is n

severe enough to trigger acti
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elegant solution to a num

mechanism for emergency 

some of the ASEAN+3 gov
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conditions by delegating c

credibility of threat in the 
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leading participants because
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Nonetheless, the extrao

borrower countries (not to m
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25 For details, see Grimes 2009, ch

a-only regional solution in the form of the C

ive as it currently stands is definitely not the Asia

designed such that emergency liquidity is provide

sis) through a network of bilateral swap agreemen

elease more than 20% of their agreed swap-lines (t

F certifies that crisis economies are engaged in

agreement, at which point the full amount can be

nancing while negotiations are ongoing.  Thus, t

ested within the global crisis management regime 

e funds obligated under a BSA is, moreover, no

d.   States have complete discretion as to whethe

en if the IMF signals its approval of release of li
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be facing possible currency crises) to part with har

not even a clear definition of what would consti

ivation of the network. 

design perspective, the CMI as of 2008-9 was 

mber of problems that might otherwise beset a 

liquidity provision.  The IMF link, while much 

vernments, has provided a simple decision-makin

ending governments to elide responsibility fo

conditionality to the IMF (which had earned c

1997 crisis), thus reducing the potential for mo

monitoring and enforcement to the IMF was also 

e of the basic inability of Japan and China to exerci
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ordinary accumulation of foreign exchange reserv

mention Japan and China, for which reserves cou

for dealing with future crises)—despite the oppor

y implied—made clear that the credibility of CMI r

t governments.  Meanwhile, the success of the 
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economies (at least so far) 

remains untested. 
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Given that the Chiang

meaningful we can say abou

lack of disorderly currency d

financial crisis in seventy ye
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this massive challenge, the m

at the national level. 

While we do not have c

that international speculator

empirical evidence about th

fall of 2008, as credit ma
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into action to ensure access

process or even primarily vi
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27 Republic of Korea Ministry of 
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in avoiding financial crisis since 2000 has mean

g Mai Initiative has yet to be triggered, is the
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depreciations or capital flight in the face of the bi

ears is suggestive of its credibility.  On the other h
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e way in which participating states view its credib
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the case of South Korea, or double the amount

with the Federal Reserve Board to ensure dollar l
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n a published Action Plan where its priorities lay: “
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swap lines were meant to ensure dollar liquidity 
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horities that the funds available to them through
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The actions of Korea and 
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and currency coordination.  

Rather, the place to lo

before the crisis, the ASEAN

the “multilateralization” o

autonomous decisionmakin

ungainly CMI would be tran

the vagueness of the aspirati
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turn CMI into a reserve poo

the details for decisionmak
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My skepticism would 

minister’s agreement in Bali
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establishing a reserve poolin

contributions of each parti

Kong) evenly splitting appro
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crisis,” how conditionality w
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does not state how the IMF
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of CMI, complemented by enhanced survei

ng procedures.  To some observers, this mea

nsformed into a reincarnated AMF; to others (inc

ions and the ambitious preconditions meant that t

practical.  Even when the finance ministers agreed

oling agreement, there was some skepticism given t

king had been spelled out, that reserves dedicat

by national governments, and that disburseme

on of national governments.28 

seem to have been disproven by the ASEAN

, Indonesia in May 2009, in which the participants

half the total resources available through the initi

ng arrangement.29  A codicil to the agreement spe

icipant, with Japan and China (in combination 

oximately 80% of the committed funds.  Of cours

en exactly how the system will be configured, inc

mented, what the criteria will be for identifying 

will be decided and applied, and what “multilat

mportantly, it is not yet clear how disbursement de

ué notes that, while policy decisions will still b

s will be made by “majority,” but not whether cou

eover, it mentions the IMF link and states that the

lement the existing international financial arrange

 link will work in the new circumstances.  It is ev

tical change in the way that CMI operates in an 

ks lower now than it did a year ago. 
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A New and Improved Ch

�

If the reality of the re

rhetoric, it will indeed mea

some authors suggest.30  Bu

the regional financial archite

Earlier in this paper, I 

efforts as its dependence on

Bali agreement envisions is 

states to cooperate.  In an

competitive dynamic in wh

politically important neigh

enhancements and efforts 

important if crisis decisionm

consensus basis.  They wou

again, this could lead either t

While it is not possible 

cooperate (as seen in the d

unpredictability tells us s

institutional “enhancements

among international investo

result on the broader region

and private sector behavior

stable emerging economies

resort to self-help in the fo

reserves (itself a systemical

individual countries), and b

For less stable economies, 

reduce the perceived downs

also potentially places them 

Japan and China.  Neither is
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hiang Mai Initiative? 

evamped Chiang Mai Initiative does end up m

an that the initiative will approximate the AMF p

ut will the new arrangements contribute to the ro

ecture?  My answer is no. 

identified the core political problem of regional 

n the cooperative leadership of Japan and China

a structure that depends crucially on the ability

n actual crisis, it is easy to imagine either pa

hich neither Japan nor China wants to act to 

hbor.  Moreover, under the Bali agreement, ev

to streamline procedures—which will become m

making is no longer delegated to the IMF—will be

uld thus also be dependent onto Sino-Japanese 

to institutional stasis or moral hazard. 

at this point to predict how Japan and China wo

divergent imaginings in the previous paragraph

omething important about the impact of th

s.”  That is, they are unlikely to inspire confid

ors or among potential borrower governments. 

nal architecture (in terms of incentives for govern

r) is thus not positive.  For the politically and ec

, we should at least for the time being expect a

orm of exchange rate flexibility, large-scale foreig

lly destabilizing factor even though it may mak

bilateral liquidity support agreements that circum

a shift away from CMI dependence on the IMF

side of political business cycles and create moral

in a rather dependent position vis-à-vis the power

s likely to contribute to regional financial stability. 
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Dilemmas of the Regio
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A little more than a dec

faced with a major financ

demonstrating the robustnes

I have made the argume

regional architecture, of wh

an important political and e

twelve years ago to an active

set of ideas about the globa

insulation through financia

adoption of neoliberal econ

In the context of the curren

expand the scope and enhan

What are the implica

regionalism for East Asia’s

dilemmas going forward. 

First, one of the basic

economies of East Asia from

the dollar in regional trade, 

attractive regional solutions 

proved impossible, due to th

the United States and the la

improve local-currency inte

transparency, and market-b

vulnerable to currency move

prudent macroeconomic po

induced currency crises b

Fortunately, many were able

help actions following the A

fiscal and monetary stability

financial regionalism per se—

do with their relatively safe p

Perhaps more importan

efforts at financial cooperati

Both have the capacity for sh

onal Financial Architecture in East Asia

cade after the Asian Financial Crisis, East Asia has

cial challenge.  It has weathered the storm im

ss of the regional financial architecture. 

ent that financial regionalism should not be confu

hich it is only one part.  Nonetheless, financial reg

economic phenomenon.  Not only has it grown fr

e agenda and set of obligations, it also logically de

al and regional economies that emphasize regiona

l and institutional development, and suspicion o

nomic policies as the sole principle of economic 

nt global financial crisis, East Asian governments 

nce the institutions of financial regionalism. 

ations of a renewed commitment to advancin

s financial stability and prosperity?  I identify

c goals of financial regionalism has been to i

m U.S. macroeconomic responsibility by reducing

finance, reserves, and currency management and 

 that depend on local markets and local currencie

he deep reliance of East Asia as a region on final

ack of alternative reserve currencies.  Meanwhile,

ermediation, they have continued to move towar

based reforms, all of which potentially make 

ements; effectively, that choice has increased the i

licies.  In 2008-09, East Asian economies avoided 

but were nonetheless hit—hard—by the U.S. 

e to enact substantial fiscal stimulus packages due t

AFC, in particular accumulation of foreign exchan

y, and flexible (albeit managed) exchange rate p

—let alone insulation from the dollar—had little o

passage through the crisis. 

nt is the political dilemma that lies at the center o

ion:  the need for cooperative leadership by Japan

hort-term crisis management in the form of liquid
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but their ability create longe

inevitably in a competitive r

on a framework that is mean
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and sensible governments w

The final dilemma is a

regionalism has been built o

fundamentalism.31  But the 

plausible positive vision of h

role of markets, governmen

dilemma, this at least partly

China, whose economies an

development.  With no clea

where financial regionalism 

on global standards and inst

progresses, the regional arc
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er-term cooperative institutions is in doubt becau

relationship with each other.  Can regional econo

nt to ensure financial stability but that is ultimately

Perhaps, but “perhaps” is not good enough in tim

will not pin their policies on it. 

at the level of ideas.  To some extent, East Asia

on the basis of rejection of the principles of U.S.

East Asian governments have not been able to

how the regional financial architecture should look

nts, and foreign participants.  Going back to the

y reflects the basic differences of interests between

nd financial system are at fundamentally differe

ar leader or clear positive vision, the likely fallbac

is now—tolerance of a variety of financial system

titutions.  In the end, regardless of how financial 

chitecture is likely to be characterized by the sam

ad hoc self-help and a continued major role

best practices. 
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